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The basic math behind sales 
is simple: revenue is equal to 
the number of deals you have 
won, times the average value 
of these deals.

But as we all know, real sales is much, much more 

complex than that. It’s impossible to gain much insight 

simply from knowing how many sales you’ve 

generated and at what value. That’s why Sales 

Scientists have invented the Sales Formula.

When used correctly, this new formula uncovers 

detailed, actionable sales insights by accurately and 

consistently measuring performance across each 

conversion point within the sales funnel. Inside your 

Sales Formula lies the secret to a shorter sales cycle, 

higher value deals, your team’s strengths and 

weaknesses and so much more.

Along with its accompanying exercise sheet, this 

guide will take you on a step-by-step journey of how 

to generate your own Sales Formula and begin using 

it to make smarter, more scientific sales decisions.
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Although every company has its own unique version of the Sales 

Formula that reflects its sales processes and pipeline stages, the 

standard, baseline version of the formula is as follows:

The first variable, “L,” refers to the number of leads at the very 

top of your sales pipeline. A lead is a person or company that 

hasn’t yet been qualified by sales to enter your pipeline.

The next variable, “%LW,” stands for “percentage of leads 

worked.” Since leads are commonly distributed among a sales 

team and worked in a systematic way, %LW measures how 

many leads have been acted upon divided by the total number 

of leads that were originally passed to the sales team.

“%LWC” means “the percentage of leads worked that have 

been converted into opportunities.” A worked lead converts into 

an opportunity (or “deal”) when a salesperson identifies it as 

having revenue potential.

“%OW” refers to the percentage of opportunities, or deals, that 

are actually worked by your sales team and continue to the next 

stage of the sales pipeline.

“%WR” stands for “percent win rate.” It refers to the percentage 

of opportunities that made it through the previous stage and 

went on to become won deals, or customers.

Finally, “Avg($Deal)” means “average deal size.” It is equal to the 

sum of all new sales revenue in a given period of time divided 

by the total number of deals won.

L  x  %LW  x  %LWC  x  %OW  x  %WR  x  Avg($Deal)

The Baseline  
Sales Formula
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Together, these variables 
comprise a formula that makes 
it possible to consistently 
evaluate your sales strategy, no 
matter how much it changes 
over time, by measuring each 
of the key conversion points 
needed to turn leads into sales 
revenue. Which is much more 
insightful than knowing how 
much revenue your business 
has made, right?
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Printing out and using the exercise sheet that accompanied this 

eBook, let’s get started mapping out your Sales Formula. 

Step one
First, fill in the boxes on the left side of the exercise sheet with 

the stages of your sales pipeline.

Defining Your  
Sales Formula
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Sales Pipeline Stage 01 Sales Pipeline Stage 02

Leads

Avg ($Deal)

Leads X X Avg ($Deal)

Sales Pipeline Stage 03 Sales Pipeline Stage 04

Sales Pipeline Stage 05 Sales Pipeline Stage 06

Sales Pipeline Stage 07 Sales Pipeline Stage 08

Sales Pipeline Stage 09 Sales Pipeline Stage 10
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Step two
Next, you’ll see that the sales funnel on the right side 

of the worksheet has been left blank, with the 

exception of “Number of Leads” hovering right above 

the funnel, and the “Average Deal Size” bubble at the 

bottom of the funnel. Draw horizontal lines across this 

Leads

Avg ($Deal)

Leads X X Avg ($Deal)

funnel to indicate each of your pipeline stages. For 

example, if there are 5 stages in your pipeline, you 

should divide your funnel into 5 sections.
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Step three
Think of the key conversion points that each of these 

pipeline stages represents. “Key conversion points” 

refer to anywhere that there is a fundamental change 

in the nature of a lead, opportunity or deal.

For instance, maybe moving a lead from an 

“Accepted” to “Qualified” stage means that it has 

gone from being a lead to being a contact. Perhaps in 

your case, entering a “Proof of Concept” stage means 

an opportunity has become qualified. For some 

companies, there is no lead qualification process, and 

deals enter the sales pipeline as opportunities.

Whatever the case may be for your unique sales 

requirements, write the names of these key 

conversion points in the appropriate funnel sections. 

In addition, be sure to come up with a logical 

abbreviation for each one.

Leads

Avg ($Deal)

%LW

%LWC

%OW

%WR

Leads X X Avg ($Deal)
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Step four
Next, on the line below the funnel, starting with “L” and 

ending with “Avg ($Deal),” write these abbreviations 

down in sequential order, adding a multiplication sign 

between and a percentage sign in front of each one.

This is your sales formula

Leads

Avg ($Deal)

%LW

%LWC

x

x

x

x

%OW

%WR

Leads X X Avg ($Deal)

L  x  %LW  x  %LWC  x  %OW  x  %WR  x  Avg($Deal)
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Testing, 1 2 3...03

To put your Sales Formula to the test, take your last 25 

closed deals, whether they were won or lost, and run them 

through the formula. Your end result should be a dollar 

amount that closely matches the actual revenue that was 

generated by these 25 deals.

By looking at the percentages that mark each key 

conversion point, you should already be able to spot 

areas for additional investigation and improvement. For 

example, if you notice that only a small percentage of 

leads is actually being worked, you may have a rep 

capacity or prioritization issue. Similarly, if there is a large 

drop from opportunities to qualified opportunities, your 

team may need a bit more help driving conversions.
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Introducing Dimensions04

Picture the sales funnel. It serves as a great visual 

representation of the progression and “narrowing down” 

that takes place as prospects move from lead to close. But 

of course, businesses that take the funnel at face value fail 

to understand its inner workings, which are actually 

extremely complex.

Think of all the potential factors that can touch and 

impact each of your deals at any point during their 

journey through the funnel, from certain company—

related information, to lead source, to sales reps. These 

are dimensions. In other words, dimensions are all of the 

variables that make up a sale. 

Some examples of dimensions are:

• Sales team

• Rep Experience

• Stage Duration

• Sales Methodology

• Company vertical

• Demos given

• Time to first action

• Contact Title

• Lead source

• Deal size

• Collateral shared

• Price

• Offered Discounts

• Sales process
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Rather than looking at the sales funnel in aggregate, 

sales scientists have adopted a dimensional view, 

which breaks the funnel down into its various 

contributing parts. This dimensional view uncovers 

underlying trends, patterns or variables that are not 

obvious when viewing the funnel as a whole, indicating 

levers that teams can pull to scientifically impact sales.

The first step is to segment your deals by dimension. 

Let’s use the dimension of “lead source” as an 

example. Pretend that there are 5 different lead 

sources feeding your company’s pipeline: organic 

search, paid search, outbound, partners and social ads.

Knowing this, you would then take all of your closed 

deals, both won and lost, from a particular timeframe, 

and separate them into these five buckets based on 

their recorded lead source. Once you do this, the next 

step is to measure these respective deal segments 

using your unique Sales Formula.

Once you’re finished, you should see some variabilities 

in pipeline flow and conversion rates between these 5 

lead sources. For example, perhaps “social ads” is the 

lead source that produces the greatest number of 

leads, but 90% are being unqualified. In contrast, “paid 

search” only generates half as many leads as social 

ads, but these leads convert at a much higher rate all 

the way through the funnel.

The takeaway here would probably be to take money 

out of social advertising and instead spend it on paid 

search – especially if the wins from these two lead 

sources are about the same average deal size.

Dimensional 
view

Aggregated 
view 
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Oh, the Possibilities...05

Of course, this is an extremely straightforward and small 

scale use case with just a single dimension. But the great 

thing about dimensions is that they can be overlaid on top 

of one another, so that your insights can get increasingly 

granular with each new dimension that you add.

For example, you could take these lead source buckets 

and segment them even further by adding the dimension 

of sales rep. This could help you optimize your lead 

distribution strategy by showing you which reps are more 

skilled at closing deals from particular lead sources. To 

take this a step further, you could also apply the 

dimension of industry to see which reps are the best at 

closing deals in which verticals from which lead sources.

Of course, taking this much further requires some special 

sales tools and technological assistance, but think of the 

level of actionable insight you could achieve if you were 

able to splice and dice your data by 4, 5 or even 6 

different dimensions.
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The Power  
of Science
Simply understanding your Sales Formula and the dimensions 

that are most important to your businesses can unveil major 

insights with the power to transform your business. However, 

this is only the tip of the sales science iceberg.

Want to learn more about how  
to measure and maximize your  
sales growth?
 
Visit zendesk.com/sell  
or call us at (855) 964-1010.

http://zendesk.com/sell

